The African past certainly speaks, but in what language? Is it the language of testimonies and accounts, or is it the language of metaphors, of symbols, and of structures? And once identified, what and whose code will decipher the message and unveil the secrets oral tradition both reveals and conceals? Ten scholars-all historians, Vansina vintage-join in this volume to answer these and related questions, and to counter the critique anthropologists mounted against their mentor's historical method. The eleventh contributor is Vansina himself, who has the last word.
Beverly Hills, Ca. 90210, (213) are not exclusionary but supplementary; that Cross River masquerade arts simultaneously draw upon "the societal ideals of a Janus-like balance of individual power and community harmony" by simultaneously providing an "image of potent conquest," "the heightened realism of a portrait-like memorial," and "association with spirit metamorphosis," and thus they convey a "dynamic multi-focused visual and symbolic fullness." The decision to embrace within a single theory a sequence of apparently diverse thematic alternatives is advanced in this catalogue with vigor and a substantial quantity of background knowledge of the region. If along with its clarifying information Blier's essay incorporates speculative comments, these in turn, whether totally approved or questioned, may assist in redefining the peculiar nature of the brilliant art to be found in the Cross River area. -IPPLGALR, IC dence events, for Levi-Strauss they encapsulate the thinking of the mind. In this way structural anthropology undermined any claims the historian might have on oral traditions. Even if there were some flimsy connections between current words and past actions, the mind would necessarily structure them in accordance with cultural cognition rather than historical sequence.
African historians could not watch silently the erosion of their newly gained ground, and in the present volume they fight back to regain their territory and re-assert the legitimacy of oral narratives in the courts of history. They do so with vigor and rigor, demonstrating through the analysis of specific cases the dynamic and complex relations between oral narratives and their historical references.
They follow the premise proposed by Vansina that "legends of origin resemble palimpsests composed of layers of meanings reflecting earlier times and circumstances" (pp. 82-83). The layers that they expose consist of verbal addition to a narrative core, of cultural symbols, cosmological concepts, religious beliefs, and educational developments. By examining the relations between these factors and possible historical events, the contributors are able to present suggestive, even if at times speculative, historical case studies that contribute to historical knowledge of the particular groups and to general methodological problems in the historical analysis of oral traditions.
Several contributors address the structural-anthropological critique directly.
However, their counterattack is often limited to the opening salvos and their sound fades away after the preliminaries. They gain volume once they establish their own historical interpretation and offer an exegesis for narratives that is corroborated by social-political events. Through reading these essays it becomes apparent that while structural anthropology and history differ in their fundamental concepts and goals, both can maintain an independent interpretive legitimacy for oral narratives. The acceptance of the one does not require the rejection of the other.
The potential compatibility between struc- In the preface, A. A. Trouwborst points out that "professional" ethnographers have been critical of ethnographies written by missionaries because of their religious bias, their focus on normative rather than actual behavior, and the comparisons they make with ancient civilizations. In spite of these concerns, Trouwborst supports missionary ethnographies as important primary sources for ethnographers.
Another vital concern with data recorded by missionaries results from their position as agents of social change who, because of the inherent nature of their goals, are adversaries vis-a-vis indigenous societies. This is particularly true in Senufoland, where the Poro society is a religious, political, and economic institution and is vitally important in the maintenance of traditional political power. A chal-
